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Editor’s note

H

osting the 2012 Summer Olympic
Games in London is undeniably an
exciting time for athletes and sport
enthusiasts alike in the UK. The
current media whirlwind is capable
of jostling even the most apathetic
amongst us into fumbling up a curiosity for how
British cyclists might fare in the medal rankings,
for example. The Games do a fine job too, at
highlighting the extraordinary determination of
Paralympic athletes, in their quest to break beyond
physical limitations to achieve greatness. Being
under a global spotlight also encourages education
and participation which combined play no small
part in strengthening communities.
The lead-up to the event has certainly given
countless photographers and artists the impetus
to respond by creating new work, and avenues
for promoting the results to a wider public. Over
the past few years a significant record of the
transformation of our city has been formed, and
the resulting cultural impact (or ‘legacy’, if you
choose to call it) cannot be ignored. In the pages of
this issue alone, it’s clear that we are immersing
ourselves, some in collaborative efforts, to
uncover details about London’s history, landscape,
architecture, and social make-up.
With the overarching theme of ‘Games’ as a
starting point for this issue, we hoped to discover
some diverse photographic projects undertaken
with the massive summer event in mind. The
results are not all visually literal to the theme,
but do reflect much of what the spirit and mood of
Londoners is about at this moment in time.
Many photographers have committed time to
investigating their concept of a ‘village’ over the
past 18 months through their participation in the
LIP-organised London Villages Project, which has
sought to create a contemporary record of London
as it is now. Angela Inglis, Lesley Brew and Martin
Hanna all took part in the project and some of
their results are featured here, along with others.
Some photographers, such as Katherine Green and
Mark Burton, have been commissioned by their
local council or otherwise, to create work that is
pertinent in their communities. Michaela Greene’s
project with Paralympic athletes will exhibit in
spinal units and sports centres this year.
I do hope you’ll find this issue to be an
inspirational read, and a fitting compilation of
imagery to complement the activities going on in
the city through to autumn.
London Independent Photography is also
gearing up for our 24th Annual Exhibition which
runs 16-28 October 2012 at The Strand Gallery, 32
John Adam Street, London. For early readers, have a
look at page 56 for a call for entries.
Tiffany Jones
editors@londonphotography.org.uk
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Letter from
King’s Cross
by Angela Inglis

F

or the past two and half years I have
been putting together a book, along with
Nigel Buckner, about the southern end of
Caledonian Road known as South Cally.
This small area is bordered by King’s Cross
Station to the west, Regent’s Canal to the
north, Pentonville Road to the south and Killick
Street to the east.
Walking down Caledonian Road from Northdown
Street past Balfe Street and on to the Scala, you will
pass little shops, restaurants, pubs and bars, nearly
all of them small and inviting. Leo Geordani has run
his Italian deli since 1964 and is still there today.
Housmans has been the Peace House and a radical
bookshop for over fifty years, while new shops are
being run by enterprising business people such as
Drink Shop and Do, next door but one to Housmans.
Described as ‘a design shop and cafe bar selling
products from emerging designers alongside vintage
furniture and home wares’, you can drop in for
afternoon tea or drinks and, if you feel like it, buy a
piece of furniture, a tea set, a work of art, or sweets
from an old-fashioned jar if you have only a few pence.
In 1987 this part of Caledonian Road was
threatened with extinction when British Rail planned
to build an international station underground. To do
this they would take seventeen acres of property from
the streets immediately east and southeast of the
station. All the buildings would be demolished and
the site would be excavated to a depth of 40 feet, then
rebuilt above. Local people fought for over five years
to save their houses, shops and workplaces. It took
countless hours of petitioning and working together
to defend themselves in the House of Commons. The
campaign was led by locals who lived in the area;
Randal Keynes, Aron Cronin, Phil Jefferies, Gordon
Arnot, Norma Steel and many other unnamed heroes.
It took until 1994 for the King’s Cross Railways Bill
to be withdrawn, a decision certainly influenced by
the Cally campaign. We owe the present existence of
South Cally to them.
Earlier, Norma Steel, who lived with her family
in Balfe Street, fought successfully with Islington
Council from 1973 until the early 1980s to save
her home from the bulldozer. Her mother had lived
there since she was six months old and Norma,
born in 1938, was raised in the same house. When
she married Frank Steel in 1956, they lived on the
upper floor while her mother and father lived on the

LETTER FROM...

Albert Beale outside Housmans bookshop, Caledonian Road, 2011. Albert is director of Housmans Peace Resource Project, one of the
trustees of Housmans building and on the board of the bookshop
lower floor. Not only did Norma and her neighbours
save the houses in Balfe Street but they also saved
other houses in Northdown Street. In addition
they worked, again with Islington Council, to turn
a derelict car park into a communal garden for the
houses they had saved.
Do take a walk in this area and explore. If you
wish to have some idea of the King’s Cross industrial
legacy, you can walk through the Regent Quarter
which has an entrance off Pentonville Road – just
follow the Bravington Walk which leads into Albion
Yard. There you will see restored buildings now used
as flats, shops or businesses. If you turn right while

in Bravington Walk you will find Varnishers’ Yard
and places to stop for a drink or coffee. Take a walk
up York Way east of King’s Cross Station where a
row of renovated buildings are married with the new
along the eastern side of the street. These Victorian
buildings were once warehouses and workshops for
making industrial artefacts.
To discover more about the area, see the book
King’s Cross: A Sense of Place by Angela Inglis with
Nigel Buckner (Troubador Publishing, July 2012), a
collaborative history told through narrative and
photographs.
FLIP 5
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My English Ping Pong
by Martin Spott

T

en years ago, I found myself driving
down the A12 in Suffolk towards Colchester, turning off to Hadleigh. With
me were two of my research colleagues,
one French and the other Chinese - my
teammates in our first table tennis season in the Ipswich District Table Tennis League. I
am a German mathematician living in Ipswich.
We were looking for the village hall in Holton St
Mary to play against the team from Hadleigh. We
had been told the hall was on the main street, in fact
the only street in Holton, but we could not find it.
There were no street lights, it was pitch black, our
car headlights the only source of light. Houses were
tucked away behind hedges and there was not a soul
on the streets. We drove to the end of the village and
back. Nothing. We parked the car and continued our
search on foot. We finally found the place; it looked
just like the other family homes, except that there
was light.
I was used to playing in large sports halls in Germany before I came to England. This has been the
case only a few times in Suffolk. I have instead played
in village halls, social clubs, conservative clubs, a
women’s hockey clubhouse and two churches. Many
places are very cold in winter, too hot in summer and

‘I have played in village halls,
social clubs, conservative
clubs and two churches’
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damp in rain. Some roofs leak and some floorboards
squeak. Often the wooden floors are very slippery,
but I learnt that simply dampening the soles on a
tray with a moist cloth does help. The quality of
lighting varies a lot and some clubs have to improvise in the long tradition of British DIY.
Over the years, some clubs have had to change
their venue because conditions had become even
more dire or the landlords have pushed up the rent
unreasonably. The tiny room at Ransomes Social
Club is one of these lost places, where in the room
next door a large group of (very) senior citizens were
gently enjoying their weekly ballroom serenade
whenever I played there.
As in other amateur sports, players come in all
ages, shapes and sizes, and in variable physical and
mental conditions. One evening a guy turned up
in a cast. He had broken his leg. I lost the game in
disbelief. Some players are in their mid-seventies,
still enthusiastic and passionate about the game.
Once one of my opponents was breathing so heavily, I worried that he might drop dead any moment.
I tried to be gentle with him. On another night, one
of my teammates courteously picked up the ball for
another frail opponent only to injure his own back in
doing so. We should really warm up properly.
This continuing project reveals the culture of
English table tennis, in particular the unusual venues. I usually carry a camera wherever I go and find
myself capturing the oddities of life. Recently, I have
moved to a more project oriented approach to photography. It is still building on my interests in portraying normal life in a way that people usually do
not perceive it, because they are over-familiar with
it or simply unaware.

FEATURE
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Woolwich
Common 2012
by Lesley Brew

T

he landscape of Woolwich common
has been transformed. Such Olympic wonderland architecture contrasts
strongly with the urban deprivation
of the area. Yes it does bring a bit of
razzmatazz, but most people in the area
have not had funds to apply for tickets. They mutter
about waste of money.
I think some do feel a little excited, but it is
plain to see, that so far no Olympic legacy has been
offered. People I spoke to say the glare of the ‘white
cube building’ is offensive to the residents of the
flats opposite. They are thankful for some shade
given by the few trees growing there.
Residents do not want the structure to remain,
because it is an eyesore. They are anxious that their
common will be ruined. On the other hand people
long for their kids to have places to go to, to learn
things, play, and get motivated so they may have a
chance to grow, dream, and achieve.
I would like to pay tribute to the people I photographed: to Kate and Mike and their two dogs Coby
and Cacey. To Richard Torpey, who looked after our
woodland spaces for many years. To Lealanna and
her brother Louis - may Lealanna achieve her dream
of studying fashion photography. To Sonja Batt who
travels up to town daily to manage a London hotel.
To Tobin who studies hard at a nearby college. To
the two women, mother and daughter, walking from
the hospital with their baby. And finally to Mansur
and Shammah, our two young cyclists.
I would like to have seen an Olympics which
offered local people recompense for all the disruption they will have to bear. A scheme where local
people get lessons in archery and shooting. Something given back.
I don’t want to see this gulf between the dreams
and achievements of young people get any bigger.
Whether the aspirations of Mansur and Shammah
of growing up to be bankers and businessmen will
ever be achieved we will perhaps never know. But
we as a city or a nation could have done something to
enable their less lofty ambitions of watching the 100
metres men’s final in the Olympic stadium in 2012.
This dream should have come true.
>
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The Ping Pong
House
by Thi Bui

T

he Ping Pong House is an outbuilding
at the bottom of Mach Chan’s garden.
Located in South West London and built
without structural plans, the asphaltcoated walls and blue tarpaulin house
a full size table tennis table. Used as a
meeting place, the space brings together a close-knit
community of first generation migrants who left
their previous lives at the time of the Vietnam War.
Mach Chan had played table tennis throughout
high school and had been something of a local
champion. The series begins with the first photograph
taken of Chan – a passport photograph taken at the
time he began working as a weather forecaster for
the Vietnamese government. Shortly afterwards he
would need to leave the country.
>
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'Growing from a garden
shed, The Ping Pong House
soon encompassed most
of his garden and half of a
leaning tree'

<

Ten years ago, at the age of 52, Mach Chan
decided he would build The Ping Pong House.
Growing from a garden shed, it soon encompassed
most of his garden and half of a leaning tree. A
constantly shifting array of furniture circles the
table: restaurant chairs, television sets and the
mysteriously growing statues of Fu Lu Shou – the
three gods of good fortune, prosperity and longevity.
Each morning friends arrive and begin to play.
The sound of voices and the clatter of the ball, as it
is hit back and forth, can be heard from the garden
path. A quartet of players have gathered and they
chat amongst themselves; the past, the gossip and
‘the outside world.’ Rounds are played in doubles,
the conversation mirroring the flow of play – spoken
in a mishmash of Vietnamese, Cantonese and
English.
A red banner is hung above the table, the gold
characters representing The Garden of Health
and Happiness. The weariness of everyday life
disappears, and the friends return to their youthful
ways. They speak of The Sixties and Seventies as if
they were just the other day. You can see this place
is an extension of home, cast under a blue light; the
past is evident in each and every surface.
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Nathalie McGloin Wheelchair Rugby
"When I suffered a spinal injury, a lot of things were taken
away from me. Wheelchair rugby gave me something back. It
is a buzz I cannot get from anything else."
"Living life is about doing what I love every day. My sport is my
passion, and my passion is to succeed. In the face of adversity
you can either sink or swim. I choose to swim."

16 FLIP
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Living Life
by Michaela Greene

M

y project involved shooting nine
paralympic athletes over a year and a
half. The aim was to show the concept
of living life to the full, in individuals
who do exactly this. I also hope that it
may encourage other people into sport.

Each athlete was asked how sport has affected
their life, and what 'Living Life' means to them. It
was a pleasure getting to know and photograph each
one.
>
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Kylie Grimes Wheelchair Rugby

Jonnie Peacock Sprinter

"Sport has made my life. It is all I have ever done. I don't know
what I would be doing without it."

"Sport has allowed me to accept myself and for people to see
that I'm not different."

"Living life is to give 100% in every challenge."

"Living life means no regrets, make every second count, be
crazy!"
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James Price Wheelchair Racer

Nikki Emerson Wheelchair Racer

"Sport helped me regain confidence once lost. It renewed a
zest for life, jaded by tragedy."

"I am really lucky that sport is my job and my favourite pastime.
I guess it has not just affected my life, it has taken it over!"

"I understand life is precious, a gift and a one-ticket ride.
Therefore I live my life like a good book waiting to be written,
every day is a new page."

"Living life is making the most of every opportunity. If in doubt,
just say yes!"
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Olympic Street
by Martin Hanna

O

n 6th July 2005, London won the
rights to host the 2012 Olympic
games. Set in Stratford, it would
transform the east of London, one
of the capital’s most diverse and
economically deprived areas. It
would also provide a lasting sporting legacy and act
as a catalyst for positive change.
Seven years on, the Olympic park, in its final
stages of development, sits to the north of the
Greenway, a footpath and cycle way that starts in
Hackney Wick and finishes in Beckton. As part of
London 2012 development, a visitors centre called
the View Tube was opened on the Greenway in
November 2009.
Looking over the Olympic stadium and the
ArcelorMittal Orbit, visitors to the centre are a
mixture of tourists and locals. Tourists will often
arrive in large groups, shepherded by a timeconscious tour guide repeating the same upbeat
stories, the favourite story by far being how Boris
Johnson persuaded Lakshmi Mittal to supply the
steel for the orbit. Impressions of the park are
usually restrained and after a quick toilet break they
are soon off. Locals are generally more positive about
the park and tend to hang around longer to admire
the buildings and have a coffee. Besides a lack of
tickets, the most common complaint seems to be a
lack of appreciation from the Olympic Development
Agency to local concerns.
For now the centre is closed while the games are
in play but will open again in September.
I tend to photograph tourists and had been
looking for an Olympic based project. On a workshop
20 FLIP

'Tourists arrive in large
groups, shepherded by a
time-conscious tour guide
repeating the same upbeat
stories'
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someone suggested going to the View Tube at Pudding
Mill Lane and when I got there I realised it was ideal.
I wanted a strong visual background and that wasn’t
always the case when I walked around the Olympic
site; too much fencing, security or awkward views,
and not enough people. At times during the winter,
I would be the only person up there. The View Tube
usually delivered on tourists though, and it was also
great to see the Olympic site develop over my visits.
Having a coffee shop nearby also helped.
Throughout my time there, the overall feeling

was one of a sense of purpose. From the ongoing
building work to the visits of dignitaries, school
parties and tourists, everything seemed to be
focusing in on those dates in July and August. There
was an immense sense of pride and excitement
amongst the school kids too. School art work would
often decorate the place and the classroom above the
coffee shop would often be filled with school groups
learning about London and the Olympics. I hope the
locals get to the enjoy the park once the Olympic
circus has moved on.
FLIP 21
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Above: Kings Yard, Carpenters Road E15, 2007; Below from left: Marshgate Lane Graffiti 2006; Celestial Church of Christ, Stratford 2007; Symbolic start
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Homer Sykes:
Before the
Blue Wall
Interview by Tiffany Jones

H
of demolition at Capital Print and Data factory, Marshgate Lane, July 26th 2007

omer Sykes enthusiastically describes
himself as 'a content provider'. Having
recorded from 2006-7 what would later
become London's vast 2012 Olympic
Games site, his pictures tell the story
of the dereliction that existed before
bulldozers rolled into Stratford and Hackney, until
'the blue wall' was erected to keep the public out
of the construction zone. Since then, a futuristic
landscape has mostly replaced the downtrodden
scenes in Sykes' images, and massive alien buildings
have landed to host the main events.
Throughout his 45-year career, Sykes has
predominantly focused his lens on British culture
and traditions. With an immensely varied archive
to show for his efforts, he has covered everything
from pivotal sociopolitical protests and riots, to
high society leisure activities and quirky cultural
pastimes. Having worked on both editorial and selfgenerated assignments, he also spent many years
documenting the Afro-Caribbean church community
and toured with the bands Wings and Sigue Sigue
Sputnik.
Since starting out at age 18, Sykes has kept in
motion with his camera, but for this interview he
reflects back on the diverse archive he has created
over the years, and the choices he has made in order
to maintain an independent career and personal
viewpoint.
What attracted you to shoot at the Olympic site?
Well I made a living as a magazine reportage
photographer, working for the Sunday Times, the
Telegraph and Observer and the rest of the Sunday
colour supplements, as well as numerous news
feature magazines. I've always been interested in
documentary photography, so during the 70s and
80s while I was busy shooting magazine stories I
was always also working on my own projects. Of
course times have completely changed and in 2006
I was searching for something to shoot. There >
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Looking down and eastward onto the site of the 2012 Olympic Games, village and arena, Templars House at extreme left, 2006

< was a slightly feverish anticipation - would we
or wouldn't we win the games - so when it was
announced I thought it would be good to go see
where this would be taking place. I had never been
to that part of London though I've lived here for 45
years. I was amazed that the site was absolutely
so central yet kind of unvisited. I thought it would
be interesting to take some pictures, it grew from
there and I didn't really know when the work would
be completed, but I did want a comprehensive set
of images. I shot a lot in 2006 and at the beginning
of 2007, and then when the Blue Wall went up - the
surrounding wall that prevented easy access - I felt
that was a point where I could bring the project to a
conclusion and give it a meaningful title. I'm really a

'You could look down
on the area from Canary
Wharf and not know there
was an oasis of dereliction
and urban decay. I got the
impression it was lost and
forgotten about'
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photographer of people and that's often how people
think of me, but to make the Before the Blue Wall
project work, I decided to shoot the urban landscape.
I thought that would be more interesting in the long
term.
Were you left with a strong impression of the area
after all the time you spent there?
Yes, well I thought how the heck are they going to
get people to the Olympic Park, because getting there
was almost impossible from southwest London. One
other striking impression was that if you look south
from Olympic Park, Canary Wharf is just a short
distance away but if you worked in Canada Tower for
example, you could look down onto the designated
area and not know there was an oasis of dereliction
and urban decay. I got the impression it was lost and
forgotten about, except by local residents and the
many artists who live and work in and around Fish
Island, just outside of the site.
At the time you started, when you looked at the
A-Z map, the area was a no man's land wasn't it?
It was a sort of no man's land, full of car breaker's
yards and people running small business units,
recycling plants and scrap metal merchants,
etcetera. It was a place you would go to get your taxi
repaired if you were a taxi driver.
Now that the Olympics are coming up very shortly
will you be photographing anything related?
No, not at all.
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Hackney Marsh sports field 2006
Will you be leaving the city?
No, I'm too busy and I shall be happy in leafy
southwest London away from the hubbub of the
tourists and the Olympics, hopefully.
These days with your work are you seeking
editorial commissions or primarily working on
personal projects?
I do almost no commissions of any description and
haven't done for several years. I'm working on my
British archive, so I spend my time bringing it up to
date, and trying to make it a viable business.
I see that you have at least 4000 images online
with PhotoShelter, is that right?
I've got at least 16000 online in other agencies and
in my British archive on PhotoShelter. So I manage
that, making my living from the stuff I shot last week
as well as licensing work I created over the last 45
years.
The spectrum of what you've covered over 45 years
is mind boggling, from troubles in Belfast and the
Brixton riots, to mining culture and a mid-70s tour
with Wings. How do you organise all this material?
I discovered about eight years ago that I'm actually
fairly methodical. Every time I did a job I dated the
contact sheet and wrote captions, and put them in
a folder. I did exactly the same with the negs and
the folders just grew and grew. For the colour work I
captioned and edited as I went and just looked after
it all.

When did you start bringing it all together?
I started working full time on my archive about five
or six years ago. About two years ago I realised that
the net unit price I was achieving with the agencies
selling my stock was going through the tube, going
down and down. I didn't know what I was going to
do. I had the option of sink or swim, and I decided
to maximise the sales potential of unique bodies of
work I had, sell it myself, licensing imagery that
other photographers didn’t have. As I had done years
ago. I'm in the process of trying to make that work.
Do you feel confident that you can make it work?
I feel confident that it is definitely getting better. I
could not live off the sales I create, but it certainly
makes up at least a third of my income from my
archive. That percentage has gone up considerably
since I’ve been working very hard promoting it.
Having this kind of control over your archive
which is very much in your hands, how important
is that to you?
A hundred percent.
It is very difficult for a photographer to maintain
that kind of independence or control isn't it?
Since I was 18 I always wanted to be able to make a
living from my own work. I loved the idea of doing
what I wanted, being assigned by magazines, and
being independent of them too. Forty years ago
while at college, I had separate conversations with
both Ian Berry and David Hurn. David influenced >
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Iceland Road, E3, 2007

< my thinking from a very early stage in my career.
I used to hang out at his home and soak up the
atmosphere. I met Ian Berry there and got to know
him a little. Shortly after I left the LCC, I was at
Ian’s place, and he showed me a long list of Magnum
stock sales for that month and said, you could do
this. We talked about retaining copyright, and being
independent, shooting pictures that were yours as
well as the client's to use.
I’ve spent most of my life working as a magazine
photographer on assignment and retaining copyright,
in those days sometimes arguing with picture editors
about who owned the pictures. I lost some work, as I
guess I was from time to time a little belligerent. But
often the work was slipped back to me, as the client
had no reason to keep it. They had to go through the
motions of saying they paid for it and therefore it
was theirs. Besides shooting magazine assignments
I always shot my own projects just because I enjoy
taking pictures, and enjoy watching other people live
their lives. I was interested in making candid street
style photographs, but that had content too. However
in those days it wasn’t called ‘content’. They were
called point pictures. You can build content into
pictures today by using keywords to a degree, and

'I've spent most of my life
working as a magazine
photographer on
assignment and retaining
copyright, in those days
sometimes arguing with
picture editors about who
owned the pictures'
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Derelict house, Abbey Lane 2006
that interests me - the business of trying to make
pictures available, useable and useful; pictures that
would kind of go on not forever, but that would be
nice.
You've compiled a lot of stories over the years, and
printed ten books so far. Will you keep producing
books?
Yes I am, well I’m trying. I'd like my book on Burma
to happen, as I've done a lot of work there. But
publishers don’t seem to be interested, which I must
say I find surprising.
What about self-publishing?
Two of my books are self-published which is a heck
of a lot of work, both were successful and were
very well received. With self-publishing it's very
important to know your market. Ask yourself, who’s
going to buy the book? With Hunting with Hounds I
knew the audience would be the countryside hunting
community, and I targeted them, selling from a
trestle table and signing copies at Countryside
Alliance events nearly every weekend for well over
six months. With my American street photography
book On the Road Again, I thought the market would
be the photographic community in Britain and
America. I was able to sell it in Britain, but its not
sold in the US at all. Distribution is just too difficult
and expensive for a one man band. My Burma book
needs professional distribution and an international
audience, which I am not able to achieve on my own.
What about working with higher-end, limited
edition books which are popular these days?
I know some people make it pay, I guess. I would be
interested in exploring that route, but at the moment
I don't have the time, and in reality I don't think I
could make it work. I would need a dealer's help. I
just know how difficult it is to sell things at any level.
You know everybody says, "Oh I love your book," but
ask them to part with 20 quid? Only £20, what does it
buy you? A meal and a half in an ordinary restaurant.
And people say, "ah, well I’ll have to think about it."
It’s very difficult.
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Capital Couriers building, Marshgate Lane 2007
So how are you choosing which projects you want
to work on moving forward?
I'm working mostly on my archive. I'm shooting story
projects, taking pictures of British society which is
what I’ve been doing forever. I'm revisiting stuff I
photographed 20, 30 years ago and obviously new
stories too, but shooting in a more 21st century way,
if that makes sense. As I work, keywords often flash
through my mind; I think illustration, I think point
pictures. Often I shoot slightly anonymous imagery
where identifiable people are not the main focus, so
I’m shooting for stock at the same time as shooting
for myself. Well, trying.
In developing your British archive have you a mind
for what is 'quintessentially British'?
No, I couldn't describe that. Go look at my pictures.
I think I have quite a few that are iconically British
and say something about British society in the late
20th century and early 21st century. I like to think I
have some images that are classics, pictures that get
used over and over again. For example, Mrs Desai at
the Grunwick strike, the 1976 Notting Hill Riots. But
you do have to promote them into the marketplace,
you cant just let good work lie in a folder on your
desktop, or get lost in a picture library along with a
thousand other images of a similar type. Or, for that
matter, sit in a Kodak yellow paper box under your
bed that you pull out and show to friends when they
come around for a drink.
And you've persisted and been consistently active.
I've always shot editorial work. I've never shot an
advertisement in my life and probably not done
more than twenty days of corporate photography
in 45 years. Almost never a PR job either. However,
of course I’ve shot miles of portraits of Mr and
Mrs Joe Blogs and Lord and Lady Muck for colour
supplements and magazines, most of which has no
relevance or resale value.
So what other avenues are you looking at for
promoting your archive?
I have an email list of maybe 500 picture buyers

'I have pictures that say
something about British
society in the late 20th and
early 21st century, I like to
think I have some that are
classics'
that I email a newsletter to every month, promoting
bits of my archive. Then I have a list of about 100
gallerists or curators who I email less often. I went
to Fotofringe this year and will be going next year,
trying to introduce my work to prospective clients. I
also try to promote work through social networking
sites like Facebook and LinkedIn, and draw people
into my British archive.
You've really had to evolve over 45 years to
promote your work in the ways you do now.
In the old days if you knew the picture editor at the
Sunday Times, the Observer, the Telegraph, and
Oxford University Press, you could flog your pictures
to them, but of course now with the internet you can
reach everybody, anywhere in the world and it's
fantastic.
It's potentially an independent photographer's
playground isn't it?
Well it’s a rough playground and it's content
that counts, you know. Recently a low-budget
documentary filmmaker in California wanted to
possibly use some of my work that he found on the
web. After numerous email conversations, he tells
me he sourced other similar material for free! Last
week someone bought a group of my images, again
found online, and they're running ten on different
t-shirts. A guy in Chicago recently licensed a
picture to use as his 'save the day email wedding >
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Manor Gardens Allotments Paradise Lost protest, Waterden Road E15, 23rd September 2007

< invitation'. Amateur theatre groups and costume
designers have bought images. I believe there is a
huge market with non-traditional picture buyers
who are out there looking for imagery on the web.
I am trying to supply them, and am winning more
as I try to understand that market. I also believe my
archive as a business is sustainable. It will not make
me rich, but I hope it will get more valuable.
So what do you think about the future of
photography, after seeing how much it's changed
in the time since you started out?
I think it's better, healthier, more exciting with many
more opportunities for all sorts of photography.
For both creators and users. It's exactly the way I
hoped it would be, though the gestation period has
been rather long. Documentary photography is now
recognised as art in the UK, as well as being used for
illustration. Photographers with visual quality and
content will thrive and survive because the buying
public will always want unique content.

'We got ourselves
into the Tate. It was an
extraordinary moment, we
realised the establishment
had accepted us'
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Do you see your own work as 'art'?
If people want to call it that, then fine. It's certainly
artistic. Going back to about how things have
changed; when photographers got together at PV’s
and openings, they'd all have long faces, moan
about the business and still do occasionally, but
they shouldn't really. It's now an amazing business
where you can reach the world.
I remember going to Tate Britain when
Val Williams curated the show How We Are:
Photographing Britain. It was the first private view
I’d been to where photographers were all happy
and smiling. We'd eventually got ourselves into the
Tate. It was just an extraordinary moment when
all the moaning minnies including myself realised
that the establishment had accepted us, and that
was fantastic. That took 40 years from when I first
started, which is fine, now it's happened. There are
shows at the Tate and elsewhere, and lots of people
are collecting photography; it's an art form, whether
it be documentary photography or some other genre.
It's collectible, available and everything works if
you think it does, and if other people do too. So I
think it's moved on enormously and the digital age
is a fantastic development. I love the fact it's such
a democratic medium, everybody can take pictures,
but very few can consistently make them well.
Can you talk about any pivotal moments in your
career where you feel like you made great strides
or that had an impact on you and kept you going?
There have been lots of pivotal moments. I have
always been very focused in what I wanted to do
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Blue boundary wall from Eastway Bridge Road, 2012 London Olympic site under construction, Hackney 2007
and getting an agent early in my career, a lady called
Laurie Holmes, was a great help. I worked with her
for a couple of years. Meeting David Hurn when I
was at college helped me enormously. Bill Jay who
ran Creative Camera, then Album magazine helped
me too. These are people who kind of pushed and
encouraged me, I guess in a direction I was already
going in. In the early 1970s I was a “Young British
Photographer,” and Sue Davies, who founded the
Photographers Gallery, introduced me to the French
photographer Hervé Gloaguen from the Paris-based
agency Viva. He encouraged me to shoot London
news pictures which they then distributed.
When Martine Franck, who was a member of
Viva, invited me to lunch to meet her husband
Cartier-Bresson, that must have been pivotal. I was
23 and we both had pictures in the same Creative
Camera Annual, I think our features were next to
each other. Their apartment overlooked the Jardin
des Tuileries, where I could look out the window and
see the pictures he had taken years earlier. David
Hurn introduced me to the Magnum agent John
Hillelson in London, who I worked with for several
years. Through him I met Woody Camp, a New York
picture agent who had worked with Magnum and
was setting up on his own. He got me my initial
assignments for Newsweek and Time magazines,
and kept me busy through the 70s and 80s. Then
there were picture editors and art directors that I
worked with who used to give me nice work and let
me kind of do what I wanted as well as of course
what they needed. So those were all important
moments - meeting the people who kept me busy.

'When Martine Franck
invited me to lunch to
meet her husband CartierBresson, that must have
been pivotal'
These inspirations are about people who were your
contemporaries or role models that encouraged
and supported you. It gives the impression that
photographically you have been driven more by a
desire to document rather than by a passion for
your subjects, is that right?
I love making pictures, of real people and real
situations. I hooked into three or four different
subject areas very early on in my career, in part
because they were accessible, including country
customs and folk traditions. I still often photograph
the same sort of stuff. I love to document, to record
aspects of real life. My mother was Canadian and
she was enamoured with British society and all
it’s idiosyncrasy and I think I got this interest and
inquisitiveness from her. Well, I am sure I did. So, to
answer to your question... yes.
Before the Blue Wall exhibited at Green Lens Studios,
London, from 12-25 July 2012. Homer's British
Archive is online at homersykes.photoshelter.com
and www.homersykes.com
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The photograph that inspired me
by Helen Trompeteler

Untitled (Memphis, Tennessee), 2000, William Eggleston

W

hile professionally I specialise
in photographic portraiture and
admire many photographs, I have
chosen William Eggleston’s study
of a view from a shop or diner
window to the street outside, as seen and partly
obscured through a pair of window blinds. Why can
I so clearly remember the sensation of first encountering a print of this on display over a decade ago?
How did this photograph change how I viewed photography while reinforcing my ideas on the medium’s traditions and power?
When considering the original impact of this photograph, I was struck by the pure immediacy of the
connection I felt with the photographer. The framing
places the viewer directly behind the counter, where
the photographer was taking in every detail in such
a vivid and intense way that this intensity is transferred as if we are sharing an experience with him.
This reaction does not happen so perceptibly when
viewing many photographs, and the composition is
a contributing factor. A strong three-dimensional
impact is created by using a framing foreground,
middle distance and long distance view of the street
outside. A much greater factor is Eggleston’s delicate but masterful use of colour to produce a heightened emotional response. Here the enveloping use of
heavily saturated golden yellow across three quarters of the frame evokes comfort and a southern heat
which becomes seductively tangible.
This photograph is representative of Eggleston’s
sublime skill in extracting compositions from a universal vernacular which awaken the viewer’s senses
to our everyday surroundings. By encouraging us to
look at the familiar in new ways which are unfamiliar and sometimes even strange, Eggleston creates
an inherent tension in his work. Yet the commonness
of his subject matter also creates a sense of calm and
belonging, which is perhaps why I find his images so
transfixing. This photograph introduced me to Eggleston’s craft of capturing the beauty in the arrangements of lines, shapes, and patterns found in everyday urban landscapes. The isolation of such parts of
everyday reality in order to create abstract compositions resonates within a wider context of twentieth
century modern art.
My personal responses to this photograph are
anchored within an appreciation of Eggleston’s
contribution to the history of photography. His
landmark 1976 exhibition at MoMA under the curatorship of John Szarkowski validated colour photography as a high art form. His use of colour to record
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‘The enveloping use of
heavily saturated golden
yellow evokes comfort
and a southern heat which
becomes seductively
tangible’
everyday objects, interiors and landscapes moved
the medium away from its previous commercial
associations with advertising and the elite magazines of the 1950s such as Vogue, Vanity Fair, House
& Garden and Glamour. Eggleston’s ‘democratic
camera’ directly continued the traditions of photographers who preceded him, such as Walker Evans,
who greatly elevated the status of the everyday in
his photography, and Henri Cartier-Bresson, who
in his formative years travelled widely to countries
including Africa and Mexico. Eggleston employs the
examining eye of such photojournalists he admired,
but rather than investigate foreign countries and
cultures, he became an explorer of his own environment. His legacy is undisputed and can be seen in
a generation of photographers including Joachim
Brohm, Peter Fraser, Paul Graham, Volker Heinze
and Martin Parr.
Eggleston’s vision as illustrated by this photograph continues to inspire me. Through his gaze
every detail is given meaning, the mundane becomes
beautiful, and the ordinary becomes extraordinary
and deserving of our celebration. This for me personally, is a reminder of the true potency and beauty of
photography. So much so that when carrying a small
Kodak camera around with me in my bag, it is this
photograph and Eggleston’s work in my thoughts,
reminding me to stop during my daily life to take in
the world around me.
To view the image go to http://bit.ly/N9Ccnh
Helen Trompeteler is Assistant Curator of Photographs at the
National Portrait Gallery, London. She has contributed research to exhibitions including the forthcoming Man Ray Portraits (NPG, 2013) and
curated displays including Spotlight on Peter Rand (NPG, 2012), Mick Jagger:
Young in the 60s (NPG, 2011) and From Where I Stand: Photographs by
Mary McCartney (NPG, 2010). www.camera-portraits.com
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Theme Cover Gordana Johnson
Shadows and light in a game of tennis
As we are pumping with Olympic adrenalin, I approached the theme
Games as sports activities, stressing some angles we are not aware
of. It is undeniable that doing sports is beneficial to body and mind.
However, modern technology is robbing us of this since more and
more of us tend to slump in the sofa and play computer games. Will
this reap us any benefits? In any sport, we actually play two games:
outer and inner games. The latter is equally crucial for winning. Inner
games are psychological: the competitor’s doubts,fears, anxiety, lack
of confidence or overconfidence. Any misgiving must be overcome,
for instance, at the moment the swimmer hears the command
“Take your marks!”. The body becomes weightless, the surge of
adrenalin is severed as all cells of the body are geared to catch the
sound of the gun. Diving a fraction of a second earlier the swimmer
is disqualified, a fraction later and the medal may be lost.
2 Lynne Collins Screens
3 Gordana Johnson Playing computer games
4&5 Anita Strasser These images were taken as part of the
multi-media arts performance called CW (part I), which is based on
the game Chinese Whispers. I was invited to document the whole
development of the choreography, including the premiere in Riga,
Latvia (shown here). CW is an ongoing arts project by UK artist
Adam Ramejkis.
6&7 Lyndon Baker Games people play now
8 Emma Marshall Urban Games - Giant chessboard, installed in
Sydney’s Hyde Park in 1972. I’m not a chess player, but I love the
idea of the game played on this particular board. Slow, thoughtful,
slightly surreal, and utterly indifferent to the harried bustle of life
carrying on around it.
9&10 Jo Stapleton Run and Tunnel Vision
11 Chris Dorley-Brown Roach Road
12-14 Frank Orthbandt From the series In Olympia’s shadow Hackney Wick
15-17 Richard Baker
- Incongruous landscape of bygone era fencing, shipping container
and new 2012 Olympic stadium on Stratford Greenway
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- Original Olympic track, ancient Olympia - Tourists play out their own
Olympic heroism on the original athletic track at ancient Olympia,
Peloponnese, Greece. Hercules is said to have paced out the 600
Greek feet, or ‘Stadion,’ from which we get the word ‘Stadium’.
- Roadworks on Marathon Avenue - Road works and an Athens
Olympic sign on Marathonas Avenue, the ancient Marathon route of
490 BC in an Athens suburb.
18&19 Chris Moxey Petanque players
20 Katherine Green - Walthamstow Squash Club, 2011 - As part
of photography collective Image17 and commissioned by London
Borough of Waltham Forest, Katherine has documented community
sports groups, in the run up to London 2012. This photographic
record shows the important role that sport plays within a local
community; the lack of resources and funds that are available to
groups and the dedication of the staff and volunteers who run them.
Image17 is a collective of 14 photographers.
21 Gordana Johnson In corpore sano mens sana
22 Sarah Peters Mile End
23 Alyson Summers War Games 1 from the series Imaginary
Games – The series focuses on children playing imaginary games,
dressing up in various costumes. Some were single images while
others I built a story line around, working with fairy-tales, fantasy,
film and film stills. Although the games played were imaginary in
some cases a connection to reality can be seen, as around the
world there were and still are many children fighting in wars. All the
photographs were shot in the local vicinity of Bettws near Bridgend
where I lived at the time, and revolved around my son and his
friends.
24-26 Ingrid Newton from the series Par Hazard

The theme for the next issue is ROUTES
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit
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Faites Vos Jeux
by Ingrid Newton

“Play is a pursuit undertaken
for its own sake: it is neither
conceptual nor sensuous; it has
no stake in intellectual or material worlds; it doesn’t matter.”
- Immanuel Kant

T

imes are tough. We are fed
a daily news diet of recession, cuts in public funding, the ever-deepening
euro crisis and the associated
impending economic meltdown.
The prospects of global warming,
floods and environmental disaster
lurk just around the corner. Add to
the mix media corruption, surveillance, invasion of privacy, and the
terrorist threat and sometimes
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you wonder if it’s worth getting
up in the morning.
Contemporary
photography
naturally holds a mirror up to
this state, but at times it can seem
as though we are drowning in a
sea of misery. Well-intentioned
documentary exposés jostle with
droves of doleful portraits (have
people forgotten how to smile?);
worthy photographic projects
‘questioning, examining or challenging’ notions of this and that,
exist cheek by jowl with the tide of
social media and its self-conscious
navel gazing. This is all perfectly
understandable – perhaps serious times require serious art or
extreme doses of self-obsession,
but a case can also be made for
the reverse. In hard times we need
a little light relief, an escape from
the tyranny of daily routines, full
diaries and deadlines. Game play
is just the ticket, and I’m not talking about sport here!
When the time came for me
to decide on a theme for my MA

Photography final project a couple
of years ago, I decided to swim
against the tide. Whilst my colleagues tackled weighty subjects
such as illness, landscape as
metaphor, dysfunctional families
or personal relationship issues,
I chose a less arduous, more
playful path. I planned a series
of six journeys, using the London
A-Z and the throw of the dice as
my guide. Like the hero in Luke
Rhinehart’s famous novel The
Dice Man, I assigned each side
of the dice a different choice of
journey governed by a strict set of
rules to ensure that all my actions
were subject to the laws of chance.
I called my series ‘Par Hazard’ –
as in the French phrase for chance
but with a ‘z’ to emphasise the
potentially hazardous nature of
the enterprise!
During the following weeks
I spent my time negotiating the
streets of London, dice and A-Z
in one hand, camera in the other,
chance mapping my course across
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the pages. Left or right at the end
of the street? Throw the dice.
North or south getting off the bus?
Pick a card. Find a person wearing
red and follow them wherever
they go. Choose a page in the A-Z
and follow a set of random directions. Use a word in the day’s
newspaper headline to determine
my destination. Follow text
instructions sent by a friend. No
repetition, hesitation or deviation
allowed.

‘After some initial
resistance at having
my will subverted,
it became curiously
empowering to
be at the mercy of
circumstance’
I have never been remotely
interested in the concept of
games. I recall the daily misery of
enforced games from my schooldays and the tedium of childhood
board game sessions (enlivened
once by my father settling a
dispute by throwing the Ludo
board on the fire!) Sport in nearly
all its forms leaves me cold and
the fantasy realm of computer
games is a closed world to me. Yet
I immersed myself with gusto in
my own private game world, willingly submitting myself to a set
of non-negotiable rules, and after
some initial resistance at having
my will subverted, it became
curiously empowering to be at the
mercy of circumstance.
As the journeys progressed I
realised that there is a strange
sort of liberation to be gained
from accepting boundaries and
relinquishing personal choice.
Being governed by rules suspends
the normal laws which guide our
everyday lives, allowing us to

inhabit an alternative reality. As
a result, perception is more acute,
and awareness of surroundings
heightened. With my observational powers sharpened, I found
myself living more in the moment,
noticing things that normally slip
under the radar, creating fresh
perspectives on the ordinary and
unremarkable. Part of this must
undoubtedly be due to the element
of risk involved, the unpredictability of the outcome – a state
not unlike the sense of high which
gamblers experience when they
cast the dice or deal the cards.
The resulting photographs
have a particular vitality about
them though they do not represent
anything other than my experience of the day, my pleasure in
the moment. But in the editing
process it became clear that,
despite the spontaneous and
random nature of the enterprise,
by linking the images together
certain themes and connections
would inevitably emerge between
unrelated instances. Sequenced in
book form it is possible to read
a narrative thread in the photographs. It is also quite possible
to give them an alternative reading by altering the sequences. In
essence, however, the images are
a celebration of the serendipity at
the heart of urban life and reflect
the playful spirit in which the
work was undertaken.
I am not suggesting for a
moment that as photographers
we abandon serious, meaningful
subjects in favour of the frivolous
or the inane. Photography should
reflect the world we inhabit in all
its incarnations. But there is room
to express our more light-hearted
side, have some fun, and view life
through a different prism. Play
shouldn’t be a luxury. Go on –
indulge your inner child!
Par Hazard is available as a set of
six books at blurb.com/bookstore/
detail/1177246#author-bookshelf
Each book is also available for
purchase together with a colour
print from Troika Editions
www.troikaeditions.co.uk

Rocketman
landing
by Gary Cohen

I

n 1984, a very excited 9-year old
boy was about to experience his
first Olympics. Now 28 years on,
his memories of the games are a
bit fuzzy, but he still remembers
the amazing rocket man that
flew into the stadium during the
opening ceremonies. Back then
he wondered if this was what the
future would hold.
Now, the boy is a man and is attending his second Olympics. He’s
a bit wiser about how the world
works, and more pessimistic. Gone
are the hopes for rocket-propelled
jet-packs, replaced by the reality
of rocket-mounted rooftops. The
fears of losing a race to another
country have been replaced by
fears of terrorist attacks.
As a boy he wasn’t able to
go to any Olympic medal events,
not because tickets sold out in
ten minutes - they were just too
expensive for his single parent
mother to buy. That didn’t bother
him however, he was just happy to
go at all. When he had the chance
to buy tickets this time, it wasn’t
the high cost that stopped him, it
was lack of availability. Rejected
the first two times he tried, tickets
vanished in a matter of minutes.
Third time lucky though, he won
tickets to attend the closing ceremonies.
He is unsure if he’ll be able
to relive his boyhood exuberance,
but is hopeful; more hopeful than
his trust in the city’s infrastructure holding up to the demands of
so many visitors. If only he could
strap on a jet-pack and fly into the
stadium. The future seemed so
promising.
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London Independent Photography
24TH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
CALL FOR ENTRIES
The Annual Exhibition is a chance for LIP
members to show recent photographic
work to the public and to other members.
We invite two independent, established
professionals (not LIP members), from
the photographic world to blind-select
from photographs submitted. These are
hung in the Strand Gallery (near Trafalgar
Square) which for two weeks is LIP’s face
to the world.
To participate in this long-running celebration of London Independent Photography
there are just a few things you need to do:
1-17 August Upload electronic copies
of up to 6 images you feel are compelling,
original, and above all that you are passionate about. Register your details and
pay £8 entry fee (total)
Friday 24th August Selectors tell us
which images they would like to see as
prints - two weeks later bring any prints
requested to locations in London, and a
few days later the final choice of which
prints will be exhibited is made by our
independent selectors
Tuesday, 16th October
The LIP 24th Annual Exhibition opens
with a private view for all members, a
chance for us to celebrate another year
of producing inspiring and independent
photography
We try very hard to ensure the selection
process is as fair as possible. We ask
£8 to submit your 6 images, then £10
for each print that is chosen to be hung
(excellent value for participating in a
professional exhibition in a West End gallery). Sadly not everyone will succeed in
having prints chosen, however selectors
are subjective and change annually so we
encourage members to submit each year
- and we would love to see your work!
For full details, dates and entry guidelines visit www.londonphotography.org.uk/
exhibitions/LIP24Annual
For any questions please check the
website first and if you don’t find the
answers you are looking for, contact our
exhibition organiser John Stead:
exhibitions@londonphotography.org.uk
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John Peake (Hockey), Katherine Green photo

1948
Olympians
by Katherine Green

T

he Olympics were last
held in London in 1948.
The contrast is stark;
London was recovering
from war, athletes weren’t paid,
were training on rations whilst
working full-time and most had to
hand sew their own kits. During
the past few years, I have been
meeting with, photographing and

recording interviews with the
British Olympic Team from the
1948 Olympics.
This project comprises a touring exhibition, oral history and
publication. The publication 1948
Olympians is available for crowd
funding at Unbound. The book will
feature portraits of sixteen athletes, and include some historical
images from the 1948 Games along
with interviews. You can pledge
support to make the book happen at
www.unbound.co.uk/books/1948olympians
In addition to the touring
exhibition, digital versions of the
project are on display at the British Library (as part of Olympex
2012: Collecting the Olympic
Games) until 9 Sep, and at Hackney Museum until 20 Oct.
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Taking Part
by Mark Burton

O

‘London was
recovering from
war, athletes
werent paid and
most had to hand
sew their own kits’

ver the past year I have
contributed to ‘Taking
Part,’ a diverse portfolio
of photographs created
by Image 17, a collective of thirteen
Waltham Forest photographers
including fellow LIP member
Katherine Green. The project was
inspired by the Olympic ethos that
it is more important to take part
than to win, and was the idea of
photographer Nicola Tree.
The London Borough of
Waltham Forest, one of the six
Olympic host Boroughs, commissioned the work. Image 17’s brief
was to document 48 community
sports teams and groups and create a collection of 144 celebratory
images showing the breadth of
sports available and the commitment of staff and volunteers in our
community.
Each photographer chose the
groups they wanted to photograph;

‘During the project
I developed
relationships that
enabled me to
work with senior
citizens and adults
with learning needs’
I decided to photograph people
not often represented in sports
photography. During the project I
developed relationships with the
Tottenham Hotspur Foundation
and Leyton Orient Community
Sports Programme and this
enabled me to work with senior
citizens and two groups of adults
with learning needs.
This project is the largest
of its kind in the run-up to the
2012 Olympics and LBWF have
continued to support the project
by exhibiting the work in six community spaces.
The exhibition schedule, with
different images at each venue,
will run throughout the summer
and during the Olympic and Paralympic Games.
www.image17.co.uk
Taking Part Exhibitions 4 & 5
Walthamstow Library
21 Jul – 19 Aug / 21 Aug – 16 Sep

Multi-Sport Summer Games at Waltham Forest Pool & Track, Mark Burton photo
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Workshops & events

Seeing without
a camera
by Caroline Fraser

“The camera is an instrument that
teaches people how to see without
a camera”

T

his was my favourite
quote from a very wet,
but extremely productive
weekend spent at Micklepage in the company of a number
of members of IPSE (Independent
Photography in the South East)
and our leader, Graham Murrell.
The quote is from Dorothea Lange,
and was presented to the group as
part of a stimulating workshop led
by Graham over two days.
The aim of the weekend was
to create a photographic record of
the house that has so many happy
memories for IPSE members, being

View from the games room, Caroline Fraser
Upcoming LIP Workshops
Digital Printing & Photoshop
with Tim Daly 12 places, Cost:£90
17th Nov, 10am-4.30pm at The Printspace
74 Kingsland Road, London E2 8DL
This course is designed to enable you to
produce the best quality prints possible
from your digital files and to build confidence in best practice use of Photoshop.
Cost includes 3-4 12 x16 C-type prints.
Since studying photography at the Royal
College of Art, Tim Daly has become
a well-known writer on photography
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the chosen location for workshops
for over 20 years. Expertly and
gently led by Graham we first
enjoyed a morning learning about
his own work as a prelude to thinking about what the group wished
to achieve in their celebration of
this very old house with accompanying cottage and chapel.
Graham was a lecturer in photography at Central St Martins for
35 years. Prior to that he studied
fine art painting and ceramics. He
describes ceramics as “combining
earth, fire, water and mechanical
intervention”, and photography as
“combining light and mechanical
intervention.”
Graham describes his approach
to a scene as reductive, being a
way to cope with the fact that “you
open the lens and the whole world
falls in”. He emphasised the need
for ‘a hook’ on which to hang one’s
work when working in a given
place. His recent work, “Silence”
for Snape Maltings at Aldeburgh
used silence as the hook; aiming
to convey the absence of sound
visually.
Having seen Graham’s work
and considered his approach we
spent a day and a half making pictures, reviewing, then re-making
them. We were encouraged to use
a small sketch book to make line
drawings/marks on paper to represent our compositions, accompanied by any words that came
to mind when drawing or seeing
the building in this contemplative way. For many the house has
memories that go far back. I was
and digital printing. He has worked for
many blue-chip clients and national
newspapers and has exhibited his work
at major UK and European galleries.
Tim has also worked as a teacher of
photography for over 20 years and
has an infectious enthusiasm for his
subject. He is currently Senior Lecturer
in Photography at the University of
Chester.
Also upcoming Oct/Nov: Photographic
Handmade Books with Katherine Faulkner;
Getting the best out of your camera with
Michael Miller

there for the first time and therefore had less of a story to tell; more
a series of “first impressions”.
My personal hook was written
words around the house. Others
focussed on draperies, the stonework and beams, brickwork, the
garden, windows and reflections
in a mirror. Being world pinhole
day on the Sunday there was a lot
of exciting pinhole activity.
Reviewing the work gave us
the opportunity to spend several
more hours expanding our chosen
themes, and to consider new work
in the context of previously created
work shared throughout the day.
A welcome relief from the almost
continuous rain allowed us all out
to play for a little while, to capture
the swing, the bonfire, trees and
barn chapel.
The next task is to edit these
images down to create a cohesive
body from the parts that each photographer created, and to consider
how these might be presented as a
book or memory box of images.
Spending time as a group at the
long dining table with good food
and wine was a wonderful way to
get to know others as a newcomer;
I now feel that I know people and
will look forward to learning from
them. Conviviality was a notable
feature of the weekend, and one
that can hopefully be conveyed
in the finished output from the
workshop.
IPSE website www.ipse.org.uk
About Micklepage and its history
see www.micklepage.org.uk

LIP offers an ongoing programme of
workshops and talks. For current details of
upcoming events and to register go to
www.londonphotography.org.uk/LIPevents
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exhibition highlights

David Bailey’s East End Over
the past 50 years, Bailey has regularly
returned to the stomping ground of his
youth to photograph the streets and
their inhabitants; work from early 1960s
to now. Admission £6, until 5 Aug at
Compressor House, Royal Docks, Dockside
Road, Newham, London, E16 2QD
Edition IV Featuring artists the gallery
works with including Peter Marlow,
Edgar Martins, Susan Meiselas, Paolo
Roversi and Deborah Turbeville. Until
1st Sep at The Wapping Project Bankside,
65a Hopton Street, London SE1 9LR
Residual Traces A group exhibition
curated by Bridget Coaker, this show
brings together six photographic
projects, each having engaged with
the consequences of the London 2012
Olympic Games coming to one of the
most deprived areas of London, the Lea
Valley. 27 Jul - 7 Sep at Photofusion, 17a
Electric Lane, London SW9 8LA
Deutsche Borse Photography
Prize Photographers shortlisted for
the annual £30,000 prize for significant
contribution with a body of work in
an exhibition or publication format;
four artists this year are Pieter Hugo,
Rinko Kawauchi, John Stezaker and
Christopher Williams. Until 9 Sep at The
Photographers Gallery, 16-18 Ramillies St,
London W1F 7LW
Another London: International
Photographers Capture City Life
1930-1980 Featuring celebrated names
in international photography, from
Henri Cartier-Bresson to Eve Arnold,
showing over 150 classic photographs
that depict the city and its communities.
27 Jul - 16 Sep at Tate Britain, Millbank,
London SW1P 4RG

Oil Spill #4 Oil mixed with dispersant rises up to the surface near one of the relief wells,
May 18, 2010, Gulf of Mexico © Daniel Beltrá, Prix Pictet Ltd
London Photomonth festival. Sat 6
Oct,10am-6pm at Spitalfields Traders
Market, Brushfield Street E1 6AA
Prix Pictet Power Work by 12 artists
shortlisted for the Prix Pictet Power
commission including Edmund Clark,
Robert Adams, Carl De Keyzer, Luc
Delahaye, Joel Sternfeld & Guy Tillim.
10-28 Oct at Saatchi Gallery, Duke of
York’s HQ, King’s Road, London SW3 4RY
Brighton Photo Biennial 2012 The
largest curated photography festival
in the UK, organised under the new
direction of Photoworks. 6 Oct-4 Nov
in venues across Brighton See tinyurl.
com/74ds2pz

Island Stories: Fifty Years of Photography in Britain A selection of
more than 80 photographs focusing on
individual projects by some of the UK’s
best known photographers. Collectively
they give a picture of life in Britain on
subjects ranging from landscape and
industry to family and community. Until
19 Sep at V&A, Cromwell Road (Room
38a), London SW7 2RL
Photomonth Photofair Over
100 stalls highlight the work of
photographers, galleries, publishers,
agencies and more, a part of the East

LomoWall at Museum of London

Brighton Photo Fringe Photographers self-initiate and curate hundreds
of photographic exhibitions and are
not afraid to take risks. 6 Oct-17 Nov in
venues across Brighton www.photofringe.org
There’s Something Happening
Here Curated by James Reid & Tom
Watt, featuring artists exploring the
world and the medium of photography
in radical and experimental ways. What
emerges is a twisted, apocalyptic vision
of a world that has slipped on its axis,
revealing something dark, disquieting
and not yet fully formed. 14 Sep - 10 Nov
at Brancolini Grimaldi, 43-44 Albemarle
Street, First floor, London W1S 4JJ
William Klein/Daido Moriyama
Major exhibition exploring the
relationship between the work of
William Klein (b.1928), one of the 20th
century’s most important and influential
photographers and filmmakers, and that
of Daido Moriyama (b.1938), the most
celebrated photographer to emerge
from the Provoke movement in 1960s
Japan, taking as its central themes the
cities of New York and Tokyo. 10 Oct
2012 – 13 Jan 2013 at Tate Modern,
Bankside, London SE1 9TG

LomoWall at Museum of
London Over 30,000 photographs
make up an Olympic-themed exhibition spanning the museum’s foyer and
rotunda. Until Jan 2013 at Museum of
London,150 London Wall, EC2Y 5HN
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Members’ exhibitions

Our Villages
by Roger Mead

M

any LIP members will
have heard of, or indeed
be taking part in, the
London Villages Project
which aims to provide a contemporary photographic record of
London. This year-long London
Independent Photography project has now been published in
book form, and will be exhibited
throughout the capital. In June six
participants from Greenwich and
Lewisham staged an exhibition of
their work. Each showcased 12 of
their images, providing an opportunity to share the outcomes with
their local community.
Living in the area for more
than 40 years I was not quite sure
what to expect, and in the event
was impressed by the range of
approaches that the six photographers had taken:
Anita Strasser covered shopkeepers in Royal Hill, who appear
in some pictures, but these are
not strictly portraits. Anita uses
people to help paint the overall
picture, evoking a feeling of each
of the shops. In some cases customers are seen, such as in the
queue outside Drings the butcher.
In describing her work Anita says,
“These are only some examples of
this little secret, which make it a
pleasure every time I walk down
Royal Hill”. I am sure the shopkeepers featured were pleased, as
I was, when they walked down the
hill to view her work.
Barry White chose Ladywell
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‘hands smoothing wallpaper - one toothbrush now’ by Anne-Marie Glasheen

‘The series told
a moving story
about how a
house is a home
full of memories,
not just a building
that can be
disposed of on a
whim’

as his ‘village’. Barry said that he
had some difficulty in finding an
approach that depicted the identity of Ladywell, however, having
looked at early pictures showing
it as a quaint rural village, he
attacked the project with renewed
vigour. His resultant images show
both the ‘improvements’ and some
original buildings. His pictures
seem to portray Ladywell in the
style of picture postcards and the
technique paid off with a selection
of good images.
Keith Ellis chose his home turf
of Deptford for his subject. He had
not been well when he moved to
Deptford and as part of his recuperation took to walking the locality. He gradually became more
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Griffin Street SE8 by Keith Ellis; Drings by Anita Strasser
interested and purchased a camera
to record his strolls, concentrating
on street signs new and old. The
strength and attractiveness of his
work is his attention to detail and
his ability to know what to leave
in the frame to create simple yet
strong evocative images.
Peter Luck photographed City
East. This is not a closely defined
area but a zone of the eastern edge
of the City of London, once the
home of the East India Company.
Peter concentrated on commercial
buildings and road junctions. His
images are monochrome which
limits detail, allowing the shapes
and shadows of buildings to tell
their story. The few people in some
shots seem to help set scale rather
than have their stories told. Peter
said captions were an integral part
of the work, telling the back story
of each locale, however the images,
especially the vertical ones, were
strong pictorially and also told a
story by themselves.
Summeet Kaur Seyan also
worked in Greenwich recording
artisans and shopkeepers but
unlike Anita, who took a wider
view, Summeet’s pictures were
portraits. She had obviously managed to build a rapport with her
sitters and depicts them in a way
that shows that the artisans enjoy
utilising their individual craft
skills and that the independent
traders are proud of their businesses.
Anne-Marie Glasheen chose

the Excalibur estate in Catford
as her subject. This estate of prefab bungalows was built shortly
after the war and is planned to
be demolished. Anne-Marie could
have photographed the exteriors
and depicted what it was like to
live on the estate, but instead she
focussed on the home of just one
resident, Eddie, who has lived
there for 62 years. Her series of
12 still-lifes, concentrating on
different aspects of Eddie’s home
and the ‘shadow’ left behind by his
deceased wife, told a moving story
about how a house is a home full of
memories, not just a building that
can be disposed of on a whim by
a local council. Her excellent and
succinct captions told enough of
the story: The picture of a tooth
mug on a bathroom shelf with the
caption “hands smoothing wallpaper - one toothbrush now” should
be enough to stop any developer in
their tracks.
“Our Villages”, which provided
some of the photographers their
first opportunity to exhibit, was an
enjoyable and thought-provoking
exhibition. I am sure those who
visited from the local community
would both recognize and also be
surprised by these views of their
villages. Thanks are due to The
Gallery @ Linear House for support in providing the venue. I hope
it encourages other photographers
who worked on the Project to seek
ways of showing their bodies of
work to their communities.

London Villages Project
Exhibition and Book Launch
30 Jul - 26 Aug 2012
Book launch and private view:
Thursday, 2nd Aug
New Academic Building
Goldsmiths College
New Cross, London SE14 6NW
LIP’s London Villages Project has
finished. More or less. That is, finished
apart from an exhibition, a book, an
archive and a touring banner. The
banner first will display participants’
images at Deptford Station as part of
the Deptford X annual arts festival (27
July - 12 August) then tour London, so
eyes peeled for it later in the year.
All of us who have been involved with
the LVP over the last year do hope the
exhibition will be an event that you’ll
support. The LIP members who have
worked in the Project have put together
a stunningly wonderful catalogue of
work and it deserves attention, but it’s
not just the work that’s worth the trip
south it’s also the stories that go with it.
This has been a year of exploration for
the photographers who have taken part
and it’s been an opportunity, taken in full
measure, to consider, question, explore
and advance a personal practice within
a shared enterprise. It’s also changed
personal perceptions, promoted collaborations, given birth to friendships
and sent people to boldly go where…
you know the rest. - John Levett
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members’ books

who has broad intellectual interests and
is accomplished in areas of both arts and
science and can also multi-task, shop
and clean. Until 8 Sep at ArtCell Gallery,
Cancer Research UK, Cambridge Research
Institute, Robinson Way CB2 0RE

Beekepers by Jonathan Goldberg
Chris Moxey in Lauderdale House
27th Annual Exhibition Chris shows
some of her street photography work
in this group show. 25 Jul - 5 Aug at
Lauderdale House Waterlow Park Highgate
Hill London N6 5HG
Quentin Ball: 2012 The Final Days
Bringing his unique interpretation of
‘the end days’ with images that are stark
reminders of what is happening now,
and may happen, to our fragile planet.
Inspired by ‘The Doomsday Handbook
– 50 Ways the World Could End’ by
Alok Jha. 6-12 Aug at The Strand Gallery
32 John Adam Street London WC2N 6BP
Gary Cohen & Jon Goldberg in
foto8 Summershow Exhibition of
159 photographic works selected from
3200 international entries to this 5th
annual Summershow call. Until 18 Aug at
Foto8 Gallery, 1-5 Honduras Street London
EC1Y 0TH

Nicholas Cobb in The London
Open Nick’s photographs of fictitious
model riot scenes at Bluewater shopping centre feature in this exhibition
showcasing works by 35 artists chosen
through The Whitechapel Gallery’s
annual open submission process. Until
14 Sep at Whitechapel Gallery 77-82
Whitechapel High Street London E1 7QX
Katherine Green in Road to 2012:
Aiming High The final and biggest
exhibition of commissioned photographs documenting the preparations
for London 2012 Olympics. Part of the
2012 London Festival. Until 23 Sep at
National Portrait Gallery, St Martin’s Place,
London WC2H 0HE
London Independent Photography
24th Annual Exhibition The
highlight of LIP’s calendar, this is a
must-see showcase of carefully selected
photographic works created during the
past year. 16-28 Oct at The Strand Gallery
32 John Adam Street London WC2N 6BP
For ongoing exhibitions see londonphotography.org.uk/exhibitions and our calendar
londonphotography.org.uk/calendar

LIP Members in Contemporary
London Street Photography
A modern look at London through
street photography, including work by
LIP members Gary Alexander, Richard
Baker, Tiffany Jones, David Mason,
David Solomons and Paul Treacy.
Presented by the London Festival of
Photography. Open 24hrs until 15 Aug
at King’s Cross Station (newly-refurbished
concourse) London N1 9AP
Mandy Williams in From the
Shadows Stour Space, a gallery, studio
and events space, is at the centre of
the Olympic Games action in Hackney
Wick. This collective rolling exhibition
gives centre stage to the unique creative
talent that thrives across Britain today.
Until 5 Sep at Stour Space 7 Roach Road
london London E3 2PA 020 8985 7827
Stefanie Reichelt: Renaissance
Women (Cambridge) A woman
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Lauren, East London Disability Swimming
Group © Katherine Green/National Portrait
Gallery/BT Road to 2012 project

The Art of Dissent:
Adventures in London’s
Olympic State
Edited by Hilary Powell and
Isaac Marrero-Guillamón
Published by Marshgate Press
www.theartofdissent.net
£17.99

Coinciding with the start of the
Games, this artistic anthology
published by east London-based
Marshgate
Press,
documents
the development of the Olympic
project in east London with a
focus on its connection and interaction with local communities
and impact on the area’s distinct
social fabric.
Hailed as a blueprint for urban
regeneration, the success and
legacy of London 2012 remains
uncertain at this stage. From my
own experience of working in the
area, the Olympic Park at the eve of
the event appears like a giant UFO
landed in east London, fiercely
protected from its surroundings
with no apparent integration into
the landscape or socio-economic
context. Nevertheless, given the
amount of resources poured into
this project in times of general
austerity, there will be strong
momentum to force its success
and engrain it positively into the
city’s collective memory.
Amongst the intensified media
hype built up around the event,
this book offers a differing and
dissenting point of view in the
form of personal and critical
reflection on the milestones of the
Olympic development so far. Covering the birth of the idea through
the planning and development
stages, to the creation of branding and corporate identity for the
global spectacle, viewpoints are
presented from artists, writers,
filmmakers, academics, photographers and activists. Many are
residents in the affected areas and
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by frank orthbandt

‘Each of the
contributors
challenges the
consensus
promoted around
the Games and
articulates a very
personal response
to the project’

therefore respond to the project
not just from a commentator’s
perspective, but also as directly
affected individuals.
Each of the contributors challenges the consensus promoted
around the Games and articulates
a very individual and personal
response to the project, refusing to
accept the role of spectator when
it comes to the transformation of
parts of the east end of London.
The expressions are often subtle,
melancholic, or reflective and
sometimes passionate, emotional
and militant.
Rooted in the Olympic Arts
project and the associated ‘Salon
de Refuses’ held across east

London and hosted by one of the
co-editors of this book, the anthology benefits from its wealth of
contributors. The broad selection
of work here shows a democratic
approach to artistic background,
experience and genre, and the
applied mixed media approach
- presenting text, photography,
drawings and paintings next to
each other - works extremely
well. The publication’s main
strength lies in the clever editing
of the presented art, grouping the
‘heterogeneous assemblage’ of
individual and personal expression into four distinct chapters
and hence providing an overarching context guiding the reader.

These chapters broadly follow
the timeline and common themes
of the Olympic development path,
capturing its economic and political architecture, reflecting on
the redevelopment of the Lower
Lee Valley subjected to a strong
rhetoric for regeneration to give
a non-economic justification for
the project, and documenting the
construction of the Olympic Park
itself.
As you would imagine with
such a large and diverse selection of works, you may not agree
with all the views and concepts
presented, however purely from a
visual perspective the book offers
a wealth of interesting content.
LIP member Chris Dorley-Brown’s
images
document
historic
changes in Hackney Wick, and
he shares a diary of his experiences of photographing in the
area during the building phase.
Gesche Wüerfel participates with
her amazing images of the Lower
Lee Valley before its redevelopment, offering valuable historic
documents created in the knowledge of imminent destruction.
Other notable contributors from
London’s photographic scene are
Polly Braden, Alessandra Chila
and Stephen Gill.
See Studio, adjacent to the
Olympic Park, presents The Art of
Dissent group show of works from
the book, including photographs
by Chris Dorley-Brown, until 1st
Sep 2012.
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Mrs. Merryman’s Collection
Presented by
Anne Sophie Merryman
Published by MACK
www.mackbooks.co.uk
£35

I was not surprised to see that
the author of ‘Mrs. Merryman’s
Collection’ won an award from
the National Media Museum and
MACK to support the publication
of a book by a previously unpublished photographer, as soon as I
took off the cellophane. Not only is
it beautifully conceived, it is also
skilfully crafted to fully disclose
the tactile, conceptual nature of
the work it displays.
The paper used is easily
marked, probably so that it will
age quickly when handled (so collectors make sure to buy two as
you may want one to be preserved
for reasons I shall reveal momentarily), to compliment the aged
contents inside. What lies within
its pages remains a mystery until
the end, whereby a decision must
be made by the owner of the book
whether to damage the last two
pages which are stitched together
in the centre by way of some red

thread sewn in a square, or to
keep it intact. I will not throw in
a spoiler here, so you must decide
for yourselves.
I have yet to speak of Mrs.
Merryman. No matter, as there is
little to tell really, other than that
her collected postcards between
1937 and 1980 give clues to her
life and that of her granddaughter
Anne, whose life is intertwined
with her grandmother’s through
the small wooden box and it contents. The postcards themselves
are strange and peculiar choices,
but ultimately fascinating to
study, both front and back as they
are presented in this wonderful
book.

‘a mystery until
the end... a
decision must be
made whether to
damage the last
two pages’
The Automaton

by Paolo Ventura
Published by Dewi Lewis
www.dewilewispublishing.com
£24
Those of you who read my blog
may know that I have a fondness
for photographic children’s books.
Even as an adult without children
of my own I am powerless to let
them slip my grasp whenever I see
them, and ‘Automaton’ is one such
book that nearly did. Based on a
story told to Paulo Ventura as a
child, this unlikely narrative has
a sting in the tale.
The incredible images taken
of Ventura’s elaborate model set
pieces complete with miniature
figurines are accompanied by text.
This harrowing, yet touching fable
depicts an elderly Jewish watchmaker in 1943, living in the Venice
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by laura noble

ghetto during one of the darkest
periods of the rule of the fascist
regime by the Nazis in Italy. I am
not going to give the game away
by providing any other details to
the narrative; I am however going
to urge you to buy this book for
yourselves, your children and
your children’s children to pass
on as many have done in the past.
The power of childhood stories
is a reminder to us all that some
things should never be forgotten,
and explored no matter what age
we are.

‘this unlikely
narrative has a
sting in the tale’

Personal Best

by Paul Floyd Blake
Published by Dewi Lewis
www.dewilewispublishing.com
£20
‘Personal Best’ is a well-timed
release from Dewi Lewis, with the
Olympics hard to avoid wherever
you may be, London especially.
Living in East London I am bombarded daily from the minute
I leave the house. It is easy to
be jaded by the advertisements
jumping on the bandwagon ‘cashing in’ on this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to celebrate the
Olympics coming to our fair city.
However, lest we not forget the
reason for this great event, the
athletes whom work tirelessly to
accomplish the standard needed
to be part of it.

Unlike the familiar slick shots
we see of the sporting elite, we are
reminded of the mammoth commitment that young athletes aged
between 16 and 22 give to strive
for their personal best. Pressures
of competition occasionally show
in their faces as grit and determination through Paul Floyd Blake’s
lens. Portraits both at home and
in the athletes’ training spaces
reveal the human side of their
Herculean ambitions and expose
the depth of character we are
unfamiliar with in today’s antiyouth biased media. As with all
young people there are also flickers of fear, insecurity, resilience,
strength and courage in these
pictures. This book truly celebrates the positives that young
people today offer and should be
applauded for doing so with such
verve.
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Turning Point
A series of incidents and opportunities

‘I tend to focus
on the duality of
human nature
within the
individual and
boxing seems to
represent this
middle ground
inside each of us’

Wellington Balakas, 2006
by Luca Sage

A

ren’t you scared of getting shot in Malawi?”
Some people ask
the strangest questions when hearing
of my trips. As a photographer I
realise the power of imagery and
these sorts of questions demonstrate the powerful, subconscious
effect that images of war and
conflict can have on all of us.
Human nature has always
fascinated me. Although we have
‘evolved’ over time, conflict, pain
and suffering still exist in the
world. Malawi has been relatively
peaceful for many years but Africa is often mistakenly deemed to
be a single homogenous country,
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constantly suffering from both
war and famine.
Having studied Social Anthropology, and then a few years
later Editorial Photography, I’ve
spent a good few years agonising
over notions of representation.
My six-week trip to Malawi in
2006 was my first experience of
an African country and one that I
will never forget. I travelled with
a friend who was born in Malawi
and we trekked together from village to village. Very quickly I had
a sense of wanting to somehow
counterbalance these negative
generalisations of ‘African people’
often portrayed in mass media.
Far from the ‘shock and awe’

tactics so often used in conflict
photography, I wanted to find my
own way of responding to Malawi. Whilst in the old capital of
Zomba we visited Zomba Football
Club and chanced upon a boxing
session taking place in the old
changing rooms. Wellington Balakas was for me an embodiment
of poise, strength and humanity;
these were exactly the qualities
that I had experienced when meeting people every day throughout
Malawi.
The hour or so that I spent
shooting him was very powerful, in fact I would probably go
as far as saying that it was pure
heaven. I tend to focus on the
duality of human nature within
the individual and boxing seems
to represent a sense of there being this middle ground inside
each of us. The sport of boxing
is somehow aligned between the
opposing traits of self-control and
raw aggression that lie within our
souls.
Only when your heart connects can you produce your best
work. ‘Wellington Balakas and
Other Portraits’ was just the beginning of my love affair not only
with Africa, but with photographing boxers too.

Contributors

Alyson Summers completed a BA in Fine
Art at University of Wales Institute, Howard
Gardens, Cardiff 2002, and an MA in photography
at Swansea Institute 2004. She is a fine art
photographer with a preference for black and
white, working with medium and large format film
cameras as well as 35mm digital. Currently living in
Surrey she is exploring portraiture combined with
long exposures. alysonsummers@hotmail.co.uk
Angela Inglis is a photographer and writer
who has lived near King’s Cross for many years.
‘King’s Cross: A Sense of Place’ is her second book
about the area. Her first book, ‘Railway Lands’ is a
photographic record of the St Pancras and King’s
Cross landscape whereas this book is a narrative
with photographs of three successful campaigns.
www.angelainglis.org
Anita Strasser I very much enjoy making
contact with people, and getting a glimpse into
their lives. Photography, for me, is a means of
initiating this contact, of participating in a joint
process, and of maintaining relationships even if
only through memory. www.anitastrasser.com
Caroline Fraser ARPS is an outdoor
photographer who recently graduated from
Central St Martins. She seeks to express the
beauty of the natural world, often in abstracted
form. She has a passion for trees, grasses and the
sea. www.carolinefraserimages.com
Chris Dorley-Brown’s work has been exhibited
internationally over the last 10 years. Using
photography, film and sound he has studied a wide
range of social and civic issues from portraiture
to architecture. Much of this work has involved
collaboration with other artists, writers and
film-makers working in conjunction with public
institutions & arts organisations. www.modrex.com
Chris Moxey is a street photographer who likes
to photograph the quirky and the mundane in
everyday life. www.chrismoxey.net
Emma Marshall is a London-based
photographer and photography tutor who also
works in human rights. www.emmamarshall.net
Frank Orthbandt www.frank-orthbandt.com
Gary Cohen’s mum gave him a camera when
he was around 8 to keep him out of trouble. Little
did she know he would take candid photos of
strangers on the street generally getting him into
trouble. Based in London, but will go anywhere the
street will take him. streetographer.com
Gordana Johnson John Szarkowski said: “ ...the
world is an artist of incomparable inventiveness.”
- which leaves me with a thrill to discover and
photograph it [the world] while trying to do it
justice through my visual interpretation.
www.gordanajohnson.com

Ingrid Newton is a recent graduate of the MA
Photography course at De Montfort University.
Her particular interest lies in photographing
the urban landscape, incorporating chance
elements and exploring the nature of serendipity,
coincidence and connections. She is currently
working on a long-term project exploring the idea
of London as artistic muse. Her blog about the
project Par Hazard is at ingridnewton.blogspot.co.uk
www.ingridnewton.co.uk
Jo Stapleton is a Lo-fi photographer and
artist based in London. She is a member of LIP’s
Constructed Realities Group
www.flickr.com/beatniksoup
Katherine Green is a social documentary
photographer from East London who studied
postgraduate photography at Central Saint Martins
and is exhibiting as part of Road to 2012: Aiming
High until 23 Sep 2012, at National Portrait
Gallery. Her work has been published in The
Guardian and Time Out and she has self-published
two books, Wood Street, E17 and Last Days at the
Dogs. www.katherinegreen.co.uk
Laura Noble is the Director of Diemar/Noble
Photography in London. She is an artist, lecturer,
and author of ‘The Art of Collecting Photography.’
www.diemarnoblephotography.com and
www.lauraannnoble.com
Lesley Brew took up digital photography seven
years ago and slowly discovered her fascination
is photographing people in their environment.
She enjoys working on long term projects and
started the Woolwich Common series as a result
of her participation in the London Villages Project.
lbrewclinic@aol.com
Luca Sage is a freelance photographer based
in London. His portraiture has recently won
4 international awards including the Foto 8
Summershow 2011 and been for selected for
15 shows in 18 months. His portraits have been
selected for the prestigious Taylor Wessing
Portrait Prize on four separate occasions. Sage
is commissioned by editorial magazines and
commercial clients but also works with NGO’s
in Africa. Sage is only happy when he’s shooting.
www.lucasage.com
Lyndon Baker lives and works in his beloved
Norfolk. Currently attempting to formulate a
Ph.D. proposal about how people perceive space
when studying photographic imagery.
lyndonb13@btinternet.com
Lynne Collins began her career as a sculptor
and for twenty years worked in the film and
television industry as an artist and model maker.
She went on to make short art films and then
began to explore the medium of still photography.
www.lynne-collins.com

Mark Burton is a member of Image17, who
were commissioned by the London Borough of
Waltham Forest to document local sports teams
and activities in the lead up to the Olympics. For
more information, including exhibition details in
Waltham Forest during the summer of 2012:
www.image17.co.uk / www.mburtonphoto.com
Martin Hanna is a self-taught photographer
concentrating mainly on street and travel
photography. www.martinhanna.net
Martin Spott is a German mathematician
working as a researcher in Computational
Intelligence in Martlesham, Suffolk. His
photography reaches from minimalistic geometry
in the Bauhaus tradition to street photography.
Martin’s most recent project documents the
venues and culture of English amateur table tennis.
flickr.com/schradivari
Michaela Greene has been a freelance
photographer in and around London for ten years,
mainly working in the areas of charity, design and
advertising. Her current project has explored the
notion of living life to the full and she is exhibiting
in spinal units and sports centres this year.
www.michaelagreene.co.uk
Richard Baker has photographed the
archaeology at Olympia where the pagan ancients
enjoyed a corrupt and debauched Games for
1,100 continuous years under the watch of Nike,
Goddess of Victory, followed by the concrete
Athens Olympics. The legacy from the ancients
promises us a commercial scam on the same
proportions. www.bakerpictures.com
Roger Mead FBIPP Roger retired some
10 years ago from the BBC, where he was
Photographic Manager. In the first few years
after retiring he avoided photography but has
now become a member of Greenwich LIP and
runs two photography groups for the South East
London University of the Third Age.
flickr.com/rogermead / rogermead@btconnect.com
Sarah Peters is a London-based freelance
photographer whose interests include
environmental portraiture, documentary and
urban landscape photography. She worked in
corporate communications, before studying
photography at Central Saint Martins. Sarah
combines commercial work with personal projects
which she publishes and exhibits.
www.sarahpetersphotography.com
Thi Bui graduated from Southampton Solent
University in 2009. She is currently studying MA
Photography and the Book at Plymouth University.
Her photographs have been exhibited at The
Photographers’ Gallery, London as part of Fresh
Faced and Wild Eyed 2010 and included in Foam
International’s ‘The Book of Beds’ published in
2011 www.thibui.co.uk / thi.bui@hotmail.co.uk
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